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Le Diable et les Dix Commandements (English: The Devil and the Ten Commandments), is a French
comedy-drama film from 1963, directed by Julien Duvivier, written by David Alexander and Michel Audiard,
starring Michel Simon and Louis de FunÃ¨s (uncredited). The cast list includes several famous French actors:
Simon, de FunÃ¨s, Fernandel, Danielle Darrieux, Lino Ventura, Jean-Claude Brialy ...
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Dance is a performing art form consisting of purposefully selected sequences of human movement.This
movement has aesthetic and symbolic value, and is acknowledged as dance by performers and observers
within a particular culture. Dance can be categorized and described by its choreography, by its repertoire of
movements, or by its historical period or place of origin.
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